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Untitled, 2020, Acrylic on canvas, 147 cm x 178 cm/ 58 in x 70 in

I
If an amount of paint does not make clear passage directly from brush to canvas it has
potential to fall to the floor, or to land on the shoe of the painter, or (if the angle and velocity of
the brush accord) the paint may freefall momentarily only to make contact somewhere further
down on the surface of the painting. If this amount of paint does ultimately find contact with the
surface, an infinite number of results may occur due to a multitude of factors (temperature/
humidity level, physical properties of the paint, size of the brush or tool, preparation of the
surface, etc.) Given the right viscosity and volume, should this drop of paint make contact with
the intended surface after its flight it may dry slightly raised above the canvas with the majority
of its volume being frozen at its lowest point, reducing in volume as it tapers to a vertical point, a
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record of its fall. The drop here embodies an unsolvable instability to the medium of painting: it
is at once a volatile tangle of image, object, and surface.
This amount of paint, however large or small will undergo a transformation, and
somewhere at some point become a drop of paint. This drop of paint is distinct from a drip in that
it involves some momentary free fall, whereas a drip - due to an excess of volume or the liquidity
of the paint - runs vertically (and spreads horizontally) from an applied mark that never leaves
the surface, resulting in a trail of pigment and binder. Compared to the drip which does not
depart from the two-dimensional realm of the surface, the drop contains the paradoxical quality
of simultaneously presenting an object, which is a record of a compressed expanse of time and a
single instantaneous image; it embodies painting’s paradoxical quality of is and is not.
A drip too however, might breach this third dimension if enough volume is present to
cause a welling up at the point where it’s trail ends. In this instance, the volume seems to
materialize out of the surface, as opposed to a drop which is an object on top of this plane. Or, if
considered on a more microscopic level, the drip in even its thinnest manifestation contains some
volume, and thus exists as a topographic ripple by virtue of this volume. Once this inherent
dimensionality is brought into focus, the surfacehood of the surface begins to evaporate and
gives way to what we understand as the ever shifting imagined picture plane. That said, this
drip/drop distinction, which I’ve attempted to establish, is similar to other attempts to split the
phenomena of the medium in that when it’s pressed it seems to be more a matter of perception
and context, and reiterates painting's polyvalent ability to slip between designations in real time.
The terminology holds for a moment, only to ultimately disintegrate. This linguistic distinction is
a necessary rational tool used to communicate a thought, but in it’s failure to locate any
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necessary or invariable qualities of either the drop or the drip it is a record of the limitations of
language as a means to completely encompass the shades of objectivity present in painting.
This drop of paint may of course be a relic of a calculated modernist signifier pointing to
some amalgamation of chance and reckless abandon, which the standards of periods past would
have whipped out or spread with a brush. However, if the drop of paint sits isolated on an
otherwise attentively sanded flat surface of the same hue and tone it becomes something
different. Now, this drop is an exception, a stowaway from the application of the ground which
was subsequently sanded flat. Now, considered alone against the treatment of its matching
sanded ground, the drop reveals itself to be calculated in an entirely different manner.
It is wholly possible that the presence of this drop and where it landed involves a degree
of chance. However, its preservation leads to a sudden made-ness which complexifies its
existence as a stable signifier. This is a new drop entirely, containing a more discernible degree
of forethought not present in the originally perceived drop. This drop it seems is a collaboration
of chance and intentionality, simultaneously a matter of discovery and calculation: contrived
happenstance and unforeseen control, presenting a braided temporality in an instant. The
temporal quality of the word painted becomes volatile.
Further, if an adjacent canvas exists of the same size with a similarly flat ground of a
different hue and tone, and that canvas has its own correlating drop at the very same coordinates,
the signifiers relationship to meaning unravels again. If one of these marks involved a degree of
chance, the adjacent must involve careful preparation in order to have its drop land in the very
same spot. If one of these is a drop of paint, the other must be a painted drop. The canvas must
have been propped at a slight angle or otherwise manipulated with the drop being carefully rolled
off of a brush or other instrument to orchestrate such a situation. Or, maybe the drop was
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prepared on a wax sheet and later adhered to the canvas. For the drop to take on the same
dimensionality the paint would have to be manipulated with mediums and additives to simulate
the body of the other batch of paint. This act of observational painting, not dissimilar from the
still life painter manipulating pigments and mediums to represent the illusion of the bottle, or an
image on a screen, or an inkjet printout of an image from a screen taped to the studio wall,
muddles a traditional normative understanding of ‘working form life.’
The drop which was once a mistake on a flat ground, an oversight to be scoffed at by the
arbiters of flatness, might then exacerbate this volatile and unsolvable temporal discrepancy
inherent to painting. These two adjacent drops at a glance seem unspectacular, but within them a
series of events and decisions are compressed into a moment. That a painting presents an
instantaneous image while necessarily containing a quality of made-ness, of being made over an
expanse of time no matter how short or long, presents a fundamental aporia of the medium.1 This
complex web of past, present, and future challenges any rational understanding of a teleological
linear progression of time. These drops exist as a proposition for slowness as a mode containing
knowledge, which runs counter to a competitive production society that necessarily eliminates
any vagaries which interrupt an efficient flow of binary data. What presents itself here is a refrain
in the ability to reduce form to concrete language, due to the untangleable temporal knot evident
in the existence of the drops.
These drops of paint are evidence of the inadequacy of a fixed perspective and the
limitations of binary reductive logic.2 One fixed perspective, or one experience of a painting
1

Maurice Merleu-Ponty, “Eye and Mind” The Merleau-Ponty Aesthetics Reader (Evanston, IL: Northwestern
University Press, 1993),
2
At the time of this writing It has become important to make a distinction between anti-science and
anti-scientism. To be anti-science is to question the accuracy, and instill doubt in the credibility, of
scientific findings which concern the natural sciences and are widely agreed upon by scientists.
Anti-scientism however, is to challenge the idea that nothing exists outside the bounds of science which
has the ability to explain the entirety of the phenomena of the world. While this paper often takes a stance
of anti-scientism, considering aspects of art to be irreducible to scientific rational logic, it is by no means
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without considering the network or objects it exists within, will not suffice to understand what's
at play. What’s considered here is a framework where meaning is derived not simply from a
stable object, but through the connections and conditions which constitute it. The moment at
which the drops slip between shades of intention and control is unknown. Maybe the first drop
was a mistake, did in fact go unnoticed for the day or so needed for it to fully cure, rendering a
second painting necessary to validate its existence.
This refusal to settle exists as a refrain from rational binary efficiency or Hegelian
dialectic progression. The fragility of the previously established system for deducing a blemish
or mistake is revealed, but no clear counter is offered, efficiency is halted resulting in a particular
insistence on a present interregnum. Now, the sketchy, half erased, pencil mark is called into
question. Does this perceived blemish occur in the other work as well? The viewer is made
aware of the desperate attempt to formulate and grasp onto a new logical hierarchical system.
The fallible preconditioned system is revealed as such, and a reconfiguration occurs in the
present. One's inability to fully describe what is at work is teased out as a means of unveiling the
relative quality of seemingly concrete terms (mistake, intention, blemish, painting, painted, etc.).
Or maybe the drops go unnoticed, rendering them nonexistent. This whole game exists alongside
and is intertwined with an acute consideration of more sensuous notions of light and form, which
take notice of the experiential qualities always present in the cerebral. There is of course, no
clear separation or compartmentalization of thinking and feeling.
II
If a painting can manage to persuade someone to stick around long enough, what the
painting does becomes far more interesting than what it initially might seem to say. I’m absorbed

doubting science as the most accurate and reliable way to understand the phenomena of the natural
sciences.
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Installation view from “Turn And Face” 2021, Hunter College Thesis Exhibition

by painting's capacity to reveal: to contain duration. If the viewer stays with the object, giving it
time, the intention is that it will generously offer more. The experience, which encourages the
viewer to question their initial perception, transfers some form of visual perceptual knowledge,
drawing attention to the thinness of our preconditioned experience of the world.
There is a certain form of presence that can emerge from the undermining of one's
construction of reality. A somatic hereness occurs, if only momentarily, when one's initial
judgement is pulled out from under them. For an instant, when the tablecloth is swiped away, the
glass floats just above the table. In one way or another, I’m always trying to get at some facet of
this moment when one is confronted with the fact that things aren’t always as they first appear,
and thus need not stay the way they are. This pursuit of interrogating our preconditioned way of
understanding how the world ‘is’ I find to be fundamentally important.
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This moment of reveal isn’t a consequence of the trompe-l'oeil effect, where something
illusionistically tricks the viewer into believing momentarily that something flat contains
volume. Rather, it’s a situation where something which seemed to be one way, reveals itself to be
more unstable and polymorphic. Like the facets of a ball, the reveal can occur through an infinite
number of registers and along a number of frequencies contemporaneously.
This reveal could potentially be present in a macro sense by evading categorization
through stylistic transgression. What happens to a work which evidently resides in ‘total
abstraction’ when placed next to a more ‘representational’ image made by the same person? The
relationship and space between the work proves to be conjunctive as opposed to simply
connective.3 Additionally a stylistic shift from painting to painting challenges the preconception
of concise stylistic coherence, or market driven branding, as well as complicating a noticeable
teleological progression which considers ideas of acceleration and newness. When an abstract
mark is repeated or painted observationally onto another work, in what way does this now
contingent relationship change the mark? Can a unifying color palette be in fact a scrim of which
the viewer is looking through a collection of very different paintings? Can biomorphic or
gestural abstraction, a once radical language now consumed, diluted, and recirculated to the point
of reification, become destabilized through its relationship to the rest of an artist's work.
Additionally, this reveal could occur in a tonal register, maybe something which feels
banal, slips into a more particular or resonant occurrence with the passage of time. Attempting to
make a long slick blended mark by preparing the materials to dry quickly, and chalky matte,
creates some friction of simultaneous intentionality. From a distance you have the image of a
slick mark quickly stroked, which at closer examination presents itself to be slowly taped off and
clumsily fuddled with - not really either or, but both simultaneously. Not only could a seemingly
3

Berardi, Franco, The Uprising: on Poetry and Finance (Los Angeles, CA: Semiotext(e), 2012), 124
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fast mark occur slowly, but also a mark which is ostensibly fast could involve another frequency
in which a requisite slower action was needed to produce some interruption in that mark. Digital
marks or printed effects might be in fact arrived at through more mechanical processes and vice
versa.
There is also the illusionistic reveal: the result of the image implying that things took
place at a different chronology or spatial order than is revealed at closer inspection of the object.
Or, it could be that a mark which is seemingly continuous and translucent, is a conglomerate of
opaque moments made to give the illusion of translucency. Still, this reveal could occur in the
register of classification. What is commonly understood to be a mistake might, at prolonged
investigation, confess to being intentionally articulated, maybe observed from a past work. The
image of a mistake remains, but intentionality unravels efficient classification.
Hovering somewhere between the surface and the viewer, every painting contains an
image, no matter the tangibility of source or degree of abstraction that particular painting
represents. Image is what remains when one's perspective is fixed and flattened, that is to say,
what is able to be fully described through photography on an illuminated screen, or by any
means transferred onto a substrate. What is important about this reveal is that all the while this is
happening, these destabilizing events are occurring, the image never changes. The image remains
stable but what the painting is really up to, what is actually going on, occurs somewhere else at a
different frequency. The nonliteral way, that is the unexplainable way, painting transfers meaning
is contingent upon information which is somehow embedded in the object and its relation to the
space around it that exceeds the image. Considering painting’s entanglement with photography,
this phenomenon is of course complicated further when dealing with documentation of a painting
or paintings, which presents only a flattened interpretation, or in other words, an image. Within
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my work, it’s common that these occurrences of simultaneity don’t exist at all through an image
of the painting, but if they do the intention is a lack of clarity forms which insists on the presence
of the physical object in space to be resolved.
This isn’t about unraveling binary logical reduction in an attempt to imagine some higher
knowledge which holds predominance over scientific or metaphysical thinking, or any other art
form for that matter. Rather, it is an attempt to further understand and excavate the particular
check-and-balance type of relationship in which painting can potentially function as evidence of
our inadequacies to fully circumscribe the world. Additionally, what I’m after is a form of
painting which insists on the inadequacy of a fixed perspective. In an indirect way, the medium
has the potential to engage in the regulation of human tendency to maintain faith in its totalizing
agency, and function as an attestation for phenomena which occur outside of the natural sciences.
In this way, what’s fascinating about the medium is how at its fundamental core it contains
potential to contribute to ways of thinking which exceed our contemporary normative statistical
understanding of what is knowable, what is transferable knowledge.
III
A box truck hastily painted in a color which resembles something I’ve recently made
seems just as good a reason to make a painting as anything else. Abstraction is defined via
western art history as a practice of methodically abbreviating the world to a set of marks which
are believed to emanate from the subject, some record of apriori expression. In many ways my
work is asking the question of whether this process can be flipped or unfolded. Can a painter
operate in a way that doesn’t reduce to an end in a linear manner but rather folds in, attempting
to take the stuff of the world for what it is? In other words, can a painting practice function as a
form that echoes the rhythm of a world which precariously hangs together and in which that
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practice is suspended? This would be a system which doesn’t presuppose but rather follows,
reverberating its environment and lagging just behind - resolutely against resoluteness.
Rather than capturing the world and reducing it to facture (bringing the outside in,) I’m
attempting to arrive at my work through and alongside the world. Thus, the personal narrative, or
the diaristic aspect which is inherent to painting is found within the world and relational to it, as
opposed to separate from and against it. Through avoiding narrative specificity, the specificity
that transpires becomes subject matter in and of itself. There is something which can surface in
the reticent spaces between narrative logic, in the connections between seemingly disparate
forms, a sensibility which says something about what it feels like to be alive at a certain time. By
sensibility in this case, I’m referring to the communication of that which cannot be verbalized.
Here, there is potential for a nonverbal discourse between maker and viewer which speaks to our
shared experience. The viewer’s space is not an inert position where one looks at a point of view
but rather, the viewer’s space becomes the space between the works which echoes a worldly
dissonance, a participatory space where there is potential for the formation of narrative.
This isn’t an effort toward transcending the world, but rather an openness and fascination
with a contingent relationship to it. A truck, a twig, or a painting made by myself or another have
just as much potential to be folded into the work. Loops and echoes occur as things are cycled
through channels, processed, and recombined. To say that the normative methodology of
abstraction has been manipulated and diluted, or maybe just run its course, is not a value
judgement on the thing in itself, but rather an observation of its instrumentalization.
Methodologically, my work aims to avoid compartmentalizing the world’s phenomena or
reducing them to a knowable set of formal qualities. The fact that the work will undoubtedly
contain some remaining authorial connective tissue, not simply of the hand but of the approach,
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is the part that I’m most interested in. This work is a proposition for slowness and the long form
development of a nonverbal discourse or correspondence which can never be completed, and
might potentially retain some imprint of the world along the way.
What I’m after is how one might clog the efficiency of our ability to reduce the world.
And in doing so, I hope to engage with some form of truth which dwells in the reticent spaces
between metaphysical logic. This truth reveals itself only through the act of ‘unconcealing’
societal preconditions. The reveal then, the ability for a painting to embody a duration of
knowledge, in any of its multitude of facets, is very much related to this notion of
‘unconcealment.’ This way of thinking, embraces the paradox as a means to generate knowledge
where totalizing scientific and metaphysical logic fall apart. In this way, the paradox is not a
dead end, but rather a generative location which reveals something about human inadequacy and
thus, about the complexity of the world. This cannot be demonstrated through rational
information used to circumscribe the world, but reveals itself through the interconnected world.
The endeavor to ‘unconceal’ results in a glimpse of the truth which envelopes us but is veiled by
the conditioning of society.4 This paradoxical unveiling of rational logic’s inadequacies in order
to more thoroughly explain the world I find to be essential to my understanding of how a
contemporary painting might function.
Society has yet to introduce another form which resists and destabilizes teleological time
and binary logic in quite the same manner. A sculpture must be seen in the round, must be
circumscribed in order to fully consume its features. A film unfolds over time by showing the
viewer a series of images which progress through time chronologically, no matter how little
chronological narrative that film may contain. Meanwhile, the entirety of a painting is collapsed
Martin Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art” Basic Writings: from Being and Time (1927) to The Task of
Thinking (1964)(San Francisco, CA: HarperSanFrancisco, 1993),
4
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into an image which can be consumed in an instant, and yet further unfolds over time. This is not
to say painting is a higher artform than sculpture or film, or any other form for that matter, but
rather to point to its particular irreplaceable temporal qualities it maintains exclusive access to.
One only has to look to the fundamentals of relational color theory, or to the brushstroke’s
existence as both image and object to find evidence of this embedded potential volatility.
IV
One fundamental principle that carries through my work is that I’m continually reminded,
that I don’t know what I’m talking about. Or, maybe a better way to put it is that I don’t know
what I’m saying. It’s not that I don’t have the proper experience or I’m aimlessly wading about or at least it’s not always that. But more so, what I’m talking about is the fact that what I’m up to
has nothing to do with saying something in a literal sense, or transferring a narrative to the
viewer. The ever-shifting and untamable way in which painting engages with meaning has
nothing to do with anything that could be spoken in language or written here, or else I’d just say
it or write it. That is to say, painting might engage with meaning but it doesn’t mean anything in
a literal sense. There is of course a specificity present that emerges from an unavoidable diaristic
personal narrative - all painting is in fact self-portraiture to a degree. However, I have no interest
in transferring that directly to the viewer in a literal sense. Rather, I’m more concerned with
creating a space which translates some sensibility, some subjectivity that cannot be verbalized,
that does not fit neatly into the assembly line of cognitive reason.
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V
When sanding a painting flat the space depicted in the painting becomes complicated,
disorderly. Objects and marks seem to sit not on top of or beneath one another, but inside of, and
flickering between, all at once - a physical flattening, as well as an illusionistic one. What's left is
a dis-obedience to a clear chronological reading. Now, earlier layers come forward and later
layers recede, but not always. In a trace of the physical action itself, time is expanded and
collapsed through a simultaneously reductive and additive gesture. In other words, a residual
mark or texture is created
concurrently with a removal of
paint. Through this action, as well
as a sort of layered weaving, a space
emerges in my current work in
which the painting is viewed almost
from the vantage point of the inside,
squeezed and flickering somewhere
between layers. It’s not that it is a
perspectival window-like space
which we could walk into and
comprehend how to situate
ourselves
within, as in the Renaissance
paradigm. A space based in Linear
perspective is a calculable space
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which insists on a linear understanding of both space and time and thus encourages speculation
on the future, whereas this space I’m after is much more precarious with no comprehensive
ground to situate one's footing.5 Though no concrete pictorial plane is established, there is an
attention to an emergent atmospheric light or luminescence which alludes to an internal spatial
logic which can be seen through, simultaneously materializing and dissolving. While the
paintings chromatically project light, an acute attention to touch and material results in surfaces
which seem to absorb the light from the room, another instance of tension of simultaneity.
Or, when wet sanding, material is not so much removed as reordered. While information
may fall off the canvas, the majority is momentarily suspended in water, muddled with the
pigment of successive layers, until settling into the topographical pits of the surface. The ultimate
result of this process is an overall temporal and chromatic sludge. Setting the painting up on saw
horses or otherwise laying it horizontal will increase this accumulation of what painters refer to
as ‘mud’: the consequence of mixing an exorbitance of hues resulting in an array of what are
commonly considered lifeless neutral tones. These tones can also be achieved in a similarly
systematic way by combining leftover paint into a series of sort of mother sauces. Or similarly,
water cups which have brushes set in them to stave off drying, could be have the brushes
removed and be left to evaporate to a certain point, concentrating the typically discarded mix of
pigment, then added to medium create paint.
This has nothing to do with ‘bad’ painting, I couldn’t begin to understand what exactly a
bad painting is, or a good one for that matter - it’s more so about refuting and unveiling a
hierarchical structure. What sensibility can be transferred through a muddy painting? What does
it mean to make a tentative mark, and can the degree of tentativeness be altered by successive
decisions? How does a painting or a painting language feel safe? Does not glimmering
5

Hito Steyerl, “In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective,” e-Flux 24 (April 2011) 4.
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iridescence commonly occur in dirt? Can a garish neon pink hold a somber tone? In what ways
can the content of one painting be altered by another? Can one have a deeply personal
connection to a sterile fabricated design? I find that a painting which seems mundane or banal is
no more, or less, likely to be able to communicate something significant, than a flashy one is.
With so many contemporaneously moving layers and variables (depth, transparency,
thickness, temperature, additives, drying time, etc.), a degree of control is removed through
sanding and whipping techniques. This removal has not so much to do with ‘chance operations,’
or the subject, but rather removes efficient speculation by altering the degree of control. The
terms are set up in such a way that the system works toward what is considered an undesirable
outcome, in a traditional painting sense. I could lay down a mark, presume that when more
pigment is laid overtop of it and sanded it will reveal itself at its most dimensional points. Or,
similarly engaging with a traditional sense of an underpainting, I could prepare a successive
series of layered hues and shades which may result in a certain sense of depth or luminescence. I
could mask certain areas to give the sense that they occurred at a different time chronologically,
or manipulate color to suggest that areas recede when in fact they protrude. However, when
working through multiple layers, building and excavating, I can never fully have control over
what will be dug up, what latent archeology will unveil itself when digging through a fraction of
a millimeter at a time. I can never efficiently speculate, though the compulsion to, at least at the
moment, never goes away. The first move on the canvas may remain buried for the duration of
the painting, only to reveal itself after the last move. Through varying degrees of mediated
control, a volatile web of successive decisions and moments present themselves at once as frozen
and flattened in time.
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At times, a vinyl cutter is used to translate drawings. Here, too, an interest in ways in
which something could misbehave, or output “adverse” results, persists. The misuse of this
machine presents qualities, which can only be uncovered through its malfunctioning. Through
processes which involve manually interrupting or interfering, a collaboration of shades of
mediation occurs which complicates agency and intention. What I’m after here is something
which is at once systematically predetermined and functionally fortuitous.
VI
In addition to what formal and illusionistic properties an action might yield, there is also
knowledge embedded in the trace of how something was made, why someone might make
something in such a way. The process of sanding, taping, measuring, copying, masking, sealing,
troweling, finishing something (in the sense of a treatment) might feel familiar to me as a
working class, union raised kid - some sort of blue-collar solidarity. Maybe there's some
rightness of fit, that one's background predisposes them to gravitate toward certain types of
actions. In some way these actions do in fact hold a certain tactile knowledge within them. As
much as I might abhor the notion that one's fulfillment must be arrived at exclusively through
labor (both manual and psychological), it's an inescapable part of my personal social
conditioning, even when working in such a way that, at least in theory, runs counter to a culture
of accelerated production. The gratification that comes with doing ‘work’ - performing some
repetitive action to, at least momentarily, yield a result is, by nurture, part of who I am. The fact
that it outputs a result in a seemingly linear way, functions possibly as some sort of grounding
visual biofeedback. I will sand this and then it will be sanded.
My understanding that labor, as it is increasingly abstracted and decentralized through
digitalization, is much more multidimensional than the narrow category of manual labor, cannot
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supplant my personal conditioning
to maybe somehow find meaning in
this type of work. After all, my
earliest experiences of making
anything on my own did in fact
occur in a basement woodshop of a
house constantly under remodeling
in one sense or the other. Then
again, maybe it’s as simple as the
fact that there is some comfort to a
task which can be completed, a task
with a stable use value, which
offers a respite from uncertainty,
when working in a medium devoid
of finitude. Then again, maybe I
just like the way it looks.
There is certainly a staccato rhythm
that comes from the alternation between adding paint and tending to what's already there, an
interesting shift from making to fostering. The painting goes up on the wall, down on the saw
horses, and up again, a calisthenic irregular metronome which yields some disjointed
ungrounded space that I’m after. I could cite a midcentury American

break with ‘easel

painting’ as a source for my interest in laying the paintings flat. And also, the painting now more
closely resembles a workbench, that I set spray bottles, cups of paint, or sanding pads on, another
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penchant which is no doubt a trace of this working-class conditioning. I could also speculate on
how this responsiveness to certain modes of working could have to do with a relationship to
normative ideas of masculinity. No amount of familiarity with the problematics of this social
construct or the reality of it, as such, can separate me from the fact that I always envied the
sculptors in art school, they got to work in a shop.
I could also consider how this habit could be related to a processing of trauma, a
simpatico with a system which muddles events, leaving it unclear as to what actually took place,
gives me, as the maker, the experience of seeing in the third person. Guston said something like:
a painting is done when it feels like a third hand has come in and finished it for you. This third
hand, for me, is not so much mystical, as it is an unpredictability that can be systematically
arrived at through certain processes and mediums which contain infinite variabilities. Every once
in a while, when a painting reaches a point where I can’t unravel exactly how it was made, in a
strange way it becomes more relatable, more honest. I’m interested in how these moments can be
arrived at, not through unmediated access to a concentrated authentic inner self, but through a
conscious methodology of interruptions.
But of course, all of this is likely empirical information, uncovered at some point through
the process of doing, and applied subsequently, like a substantiating retroactive citation. It’s most
likely that the sanding was arrived at accidentally, that through the seemingly thoughtless task of
removal, the effect of sanding struck some cerebral chord in my subjective visual rolodex - that
thing that decides what makes one thing more compelling to look at than the other. It tasted nice.
These ideas were not stated nor are they apriori to the trace left by sanding or to the action itself,
but were both observed and invented throughout the process of making. Or, it’s possible they
were always there, wading latent beneath the surface of the initial impulse.
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I’m not so sure this is meaning though, just things I’ve thought of and converted to
information. In fact, I could say without a doubt that what I’ve stated here has nothing to do with
what these paintings are doing, these are just things I’m saying. This is information I’m
documenting, which lays adjacent to the meat of the knowledge being transferred. Sanding of
course would mean something very different to an investment banker, or a cabinet maker, or a
child, or to someone who doesn’t deduce that the object has been sanded. But having said this,
having contextualized it as such, it’s unavoidable that what exactly the work is communicating
has been altered.
VII
I’ve never kept a sketchbook. Many artists of the generations before me would consider
this a mortal sin for any self-respecting painter. How could one possibly corral their creative
impulses without a device to concretize them in line constantly at arm’s length? The unrelenting
guilt and fear of being exposed for my lack of credibility caused me to routinely buy overpriced
Moleskines only to misplace them weeks later, just a few pages filled with sketches. But not
really sketches, more like performances of what a sketch should look like, what, regardless of
being in public or private, one ought to look like while sketching.
I’ve permitted myself to break with the sketchbook. These days, if I’m ever doing
something that resembles sketching it typically occurs in the digital sphere. At some point I came
to understand the sketchbook as another hierarchical structure, perpetuated by the sheer fact that
that’s the way things have been done and that's the way things ought to continue to be, a time
tested tradition. This is not to say there's anything wrong with the use of a sketchbook, but that
the sketchbook as dogma is misguided. What I’m interested in is a form of painting which grants
neither precedence to the past nor speculation on the future.
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However, what still remains for me is a general feeling of fraudulence or inauthenticity,
never fully in the first person. At any turn, the feeling persists that my inadequacies will finally
reveal themselves. Every mark, every choice, every time I utter the words “I think,” I’m made
aware of what is really a conglomerate of other people's thoughts and words which I’ve read, or
heard, or heard someone say who’s heard or read it somewhere and often half remember. Even
that idea itself is lifted from somewhere that I can’t quite source at the moment.
I tend to align myself with those who believe that to carry on with the tradition that
strives for the authentic self over the inauthentic self, the self of society, is a dangerous practice
(look no further than the political alignments of Heidegger.)6 Simon Critchley, following the
Frankfurt School, cogently articulates how Heidegger’s political affiliation are no coincidence
and are in fact rooted in a preoccupation with authenticity.7 This feeling of inauthenticity
paradoxically, opens up an alternate pathway to approach some sort of essence of experience or
presence. Contrary to the Modernist idea that truth lies in access to authentic unmediated feeling,
(which in phenomenological terms occurs most commonly in the feeling of anxiety, or when one
is faced with the ‘nothingness’ of the world), I am in many ways interested in inauthenticity, as it
is the mode of the social being, in which the other constitutes that very being.8
The horizon of civilization is in simple terms the continual effort to see oneself in other.9
This is where the ethical being, who is called to conscience not by the self but by the others,
resides, transgressing the idea of the self as unrelated to the other. This ‘othering’ is used by the
contemporary powers that be (both political and private) as a strategy to remain as such, by
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systematically dismantling any sense of social solidarity or democratizing effort. It is in the
shared social experience of inauthenticity that my work aims to consider how we find the
personal among the social, as opposed to apart from or contrary to it.
The more vulgar understanding of authenticity, i.e., that something is pure or
unadulterated also falls apart when looked at closer. A subject does not possess authenticity in
this way as an a priori quality; rather, a subject is authentic to a set of analytical facts. An
“authentic” slice of New York pizza is authentic to a set of other pre-established slices which
were built on a myriad of socioeconomic factors. The slice of pizza is not arrived at by
concentrated unmediated access to the sublime, but rather through conscious study and
consideration of pre-established standards. The idea that authenticity, in this expression, has
anything to do with unadulterated feeling or access to some pure expression of self thus falls
apart. This becomes self-evident when one considers if, for example, an animal can be authentic.
Following that, this understanding of authenticity is an individualist and humanist
ideology, constructed on a set of historical self-interested rationalizations, for the purpose of
reducing the entirety of the world to the knowable. This reductionism is a product of the
systematic dilution of all the phenomena of the world, up to and ultimately including human life,
to a set of compatible data points that can be easily folded into a system which concentrates
capital through increased efficiency and reduced friction.10 To recognize and engage with the
inauthentic self is an attempt to insist on the self as having a complex existence which is
composed of the other. Paradoxically, this insistence on the self as composed of the whole does
not homogenize the self, but rather points to the infinite complexity of the individual based on
their ever-shifting social rhizome. The ability to cause harm to the other is only possible through
understanding the other as such. One must ignore their interdependence on the societal bonds
10
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which tie them together in order to delineate the line between self and other. Interdependency is
thus a condition of equality.11
The modernist sense is that ego is the source of meaning and is expressed in a cohesive
mature style, laden with ideas of newness, invention, and accelerated progression. Somewhere in
the early 20th century there was a shift where the combined faculties of perception and
imagination came to be understood as an innate quality within each human (creativity,) and the
artist became valued based on their degree of access to this unadulterated infantile ability.12 Thus
follows, authentic creativity and for the modernists, presence exists not in the world, but rather
within the subject. This aspect of modernism for me no longer suffices in a contemporary
interdependent globalized society, which has experienced a loss of a master narrative, and a
fading sense of human agency. If we consider postmodernism as a moment which relieved the
artist of the confines of this complex, then there is no crisis at hand but only a deepened
understanding of the function of art and its fundamental qualities. That said, I’m convinced by
the contemporary idea that this current epoch is not so much as a paradigm shift or a break with
modernism, but rather a continuation of the circle of locating and extinguishing conventions
which paradoxically leads to the establishment of new conventions.
In other words, Postmodernism does not render painting insufficient but rather, further
extrapolates its extralinguistic qualities. My work aims to continue this perpetual undermining of
conventions, by refuting the Postmodernist convention of cynicism though ardently investing in
the medium of painting. It’s not the medium that was ever really the problem; the problem lies in
the individualist ideology that has been ascribed to it - laid over top of it. Where Postmodernism
cynically poked at painting from the outside (associating this individualism with the medium
11
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itself), I’m interested in finding ways to sincerely invest in the continuation of the medium while
avoiding a staunch humanist or individualist perspective.
As I see it, painting has been ‘de-instrumentalized’ in a twofold manner: first, from the
function of disseminating meaning through formal self-interested style, which reveals itself
through an artist’s ability to access some pure Being within themselves; next, from the function
of generating formal invention or as a means to assert teleological human progression through
time. I’m interested in how the anxiety associated with the loss of these functions, unveiled by
postmodernism can be reoriented from one of antagonism to one which opens up new avenues to
conceptualize what it feels like to be alive today. Through this ‘de-instrumentalization,’
Postmodernism reveals a higher truth about what painting is: that it contains a plurality which
necessarily exceeds the boundaries of logic. With this reorientation, one can begin to think about
how painting might proceed, or maybe it would be more accurate to say perpetuate.
Through the ‘unconcealment’ of authenticity as a Modernist ideology which has nothing
to do with painting itself, I find painting to regain particular potential and to have been only
momentarily veiled by this complex. Thus, it is in the recognition of the inauthentic self that I
find some renewed agency. Inauthenticity is of course, a mode of embracing our dependency on
and relationship to the other. By fraudulence I don’t mean that I feel as though I’m lying, but
rather that I’m incongruous with normative ideas for what a painter and painting ought to do.
The work I make doesn’t boil up from within my being but rather is a processing and
reverberation of the world I exist within. I don’t feel as though I am some arbiter of objective
truth, transferring uninhibited feeling via a new and individual formal style as a means of access
to the sublime. How could I be? As a being, at my most central I owe myself to society, and my
identity is to be found dispersed across a network of things and beings. How could I not be
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fractured, uncertain, and wholly influenced by the simulacra of society given the current
abstraction of reality? Isn’t it only human to be a construction and reordering of our influences,
who’s every action and decision is wrought with mediation? As I see it, this isn’t something
which signals an end of the individual but rather, a reconciliation with the hermeneutics of this
facet of experience can only lead to something which is in some way maybe a more honest
understanding of the subject.
It seems clear that the pure aesthetic judgement is unattainable as we are endlessly
influenced by society on a multitude of frequencies both conscious and indiscernible. Given this,
I find myself continually interrogating the idea of the ‘mine-ness’ of a genuine style. Taking
notice of this imposter syndrome in relation to the history of painting proves to be an act which
might potentially echo something of a shared human experience. Through this embrace of not
knowing, stepping down from the Modernist pedestal, paradoxically the possibility of some shift
in attunement presents itself.
In fraudulence there is an opportunity for perpetuation. Every painting I make starts with
a plan or an idea, and the understanding that at some point that plan will have to be abandoned in
order to discover something which is found along the way. It’s about a body of work which as a
methodology continually establishes and undermines its own hierarchies. I’m interested in how
painting functions, not as a format which transfers information through a solitary inert surface,
but as one which performs a way of approaching the world, a philosophical stance, which
contains polyvalent and perpetually developing meaning accessible through an interconnected
cosmos of personal and historical works.
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A methodology which embraces and considers degrees of mediation feels to me in some
way very honest to the nature of being alive. A great deal of the marks in my work are not
simply direct marks but more like accumulations of events which occur along an expanse of time
that influence an appearance. Rarely does anything ever just happen as a single mark. Rather,
marks are processed through a series of interventions and occur along multiple frequencies,
influenced and entangled with previous and future decisions. It is through the recognition of the
nature of our inauthenticity, our existence as social beings, that maybe something honest about
our shared collective dissonance can be transferred.
The idea that there is some true visual form which can be arrived at through concentrated
introspection is, as I see it, a market driven self-satisfying fabrication. It seems only natural to
me that one's work would shift stylistically. As I see it, style functions in the same realm as
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source imagery and involves a degree of conscious selection. Therefore, to me it's
counterintuitive to exist in a world of constant imagery input and maintain the constitution that
one image (here I’m referring to style) is what interests me. It’s not so much that I’m trying to
convey the sense of an image overload, painting might be just about the least efficient way to do
this, but more so about an eagerness to consider the areas where painting evades literal
interpretation, through undermining a cohesive image narrative.
The paradox that even in the removal of cohesive facture, some authorial connective
tissue remains present, as well as the paradoxical nature of trying to defy hierarchy within a
medium based on constant aesthetic judgement, can function as productive means to create new
avenues for meaning. In other words, what sensibility is it that holds this work together? The
recombination of imagery, both nameable and unnamable, which is not efficiently reducible to
narrative information, necessarily results in previously nonexistent meaning. It is here that
another sensibility resides with the potential to transfer some unnamable knowledge.
The logical argument against a form of painting which attempts to refute hierarchy is that
this does not reflect reality. We do not live in some non-violent egalitarian utopia, where all
beings are treated with equity, and this is of course true. Therefore, how could a painting
contribute to solving any of our contemporary horror? The answer is that it can’t, at least not
directly. Presenting a way of thinking which avoids hierarchy is by no means documentation of a
contemporary utopia, but a modeling of a way of thinking which builds through constant
reconsideration. This model is a horizon which aims to exceed our understanding of what is
knowable. As a painter, I am perpetually undermining and reconsidering my own established
structures.
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VIII
Painting does not function in such a direct way; it does not correlate to direct political
action. In fact, I would argue that in the event that it did, it would cease to be art and would
become something more like propaganda. This argument for painting to be a practice which
yields a quantifiable result fails to understand the political power of the medium. Painting
functions as proof of our insufficiency to fully understand, and our inability to efficiently reduce
all the phenomena of the world to information. I find this constant interrogation and
reconsideration of how and what one understands to be fundamentally important. My work is
predominantly concerned with a form of painting which does not tell us about a point of view, or
illustrate a concept, but exists as a format which models ways of thinking in which meaning
evades rationality and destabilizes universal doctrine.
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The underlying question of why someone would choose to commit themselves to making
paintings at this stage in late capitalism is an undercurrent which carries through all of my work.
What is the social value of a painting when living under political and private power that
systematically suppress the needs and agency of the disenfranchised - where seemingly all
concern with social wellbeing has become increasingly subordinate to the religious commitment
to an abstract notion of capital growth through financialization at an accelerated speed?
Painting is in fact dead, in the sense that it can no longer subsist on the values of
acceleration and newness that the current epoch has equated with life. The logical culmination of
painting, that is to say the point at which logic and reason can no longer attempt to account for
and speculate its behavior, is rife with possibilities to think beyond the thinkable, through the
zones which constitute sensibility. The consistent practice of dealing in sensibility might function
in some subtle way as a stick in the wheel of the hyperconnected efficiency of the technosphere
which reduces all beings and phenomena to data.13 In its nonverbal, non-quantifiable nature,
sensibility is an important factor in breaking with the compulsion for the standardization of the
world. To make a painting is to break with the rhythm of data driven analysis and speculation
and insist on the existence of irreducible enigmatic phenomena which stands as testament to the
limits of our understanding and the complexity of the world. Thus, to put a painting into the
world is a transgressive refrain which plays a consistent and imperative role in the social body's
ability to continually interrogate our preconditioned understanding of the way things ‘are,’ and
think beyond that bounds of what is currently knowable.
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